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Cleveland Institute of Art 
Creativity Matters

Bring your supplies on 
the first day of class—
be prepared to work 
right away!
Additional supplies may be 
specified by individual instructors 
during the first week of classes 
and will be available for purchase 
locally. We strongly recommend 
bringing extra money for these 
type of purchases.

Make sure to secure a locker on 
campus, to store your supplies! 
Lockers are available through the 
Facilities Office. How-to info will 
be provided at the beginning of 
the semester.

Art supplies are expensive! Make 
your purchases wisely, write your 
name on tools, and bring any art 
supplies you already have with 
you! Please note that the cost 
of supplies for each studio class 
(in addition to the basic supplies 
noted here, and in additional to 
materials fee) can range between 
$75–100 per class over the course 
of the semester. Be prepared for 
this, and please budget carefully 
and accordingly!

Be sure to bring your book from 
the summer reading project, 
The Best We Could Do by 
Thi Bui.



General Supplies 
(for all studio classes)

Sturdy tool box, medium size, to carry 
pencils & other small tools & supplies 
(make sure you can carry it comfortably, 
as you’ll be bringing it to just about 
every class!)

Portfolio case, 23x31” (zippered, 
water resistant, with handles–you’ll 
be carrying your drawings & other 
assignments back and forth from 
residence hall to CIA in rain & snow)

One box clear plastic pushpins 
(not thumb tacks)

Removable blue painter’s tape 3/4” 
width; permanent masking tape 3/4” 
width; and transparent tape

Sharpie or other permanent marker for 
writing your name on your tools; white 
paint marker for writing your name on 
your portfolio case

T-square: metal, 18”; and 18” cork-
backed metal ruler; 36” metal yardstick

Small size “Elmer’s” type glue, large 
“UHU” type glue stick, 1 can rubber 
cement and a rubber cement “pick-up”

Lighter weight cardboard portfolio: 
some instructors may ask for this 
to use when turning in weekly 
assignments; get specific instructor 
recommendations before purchasing

Sketchbook: have at least one 8x10” or 
9x12” sketchbook & bring to first day 
of all classes.

Instructors for individual classes may 
specify a particular kind of sketchbook, 
so better to get instructions before 
purchasing additional sketchbooks

Liberal Arts & Studio Classes
Ball point pen

#2 pencil

Small paper punch

Stapler & staples

Binder for storing hand-outs & notes

Highlighter marker

Spiral-bound lined notebook 

Purchase a “mini” version that will 
fit in your tool box!

Drawing
Masonite drawing board with clips and 
handle slot for carrying, 23x26”

One to two Strathmore or other better-
quality white drawing paper pad 
approx. 18x24”

One pad newsprint paper, approx. 
18x24”

One pad tracing paper 9x12”

One can: spray fixative (Spectra Fix, 
which is non-toxic)

Portfolio case, 23x31” or 24x27”
(already listed under general supplies) 

One each: #HB, #2B and #4B graphite 
drawing pencils

One each: #2B & #4B charcoal pencils

#2B black conte crayons

Assorted colors (set) of conte crayons 
in white, sanguine, and bistre

One box each, vine charcoal (1/4” 
diameter) and soft compressed 
charcoal

Alphacolor Char-Kole brand media 
(for rich darks in drawings), 12-pack

One each: large kneaded eraser; white 
“Magic Rub” type eraser; stick eraser
(Stanford Papermate Eraser Stick)

Small good quality pencil sharpener

Artist’s 5x7” chamois cloth

Shopping list 
seem daunting?
Order a supply kit from 
Blick, our local art supply 
vendor. You can order by 
calling Blick, and they’ll 
deliver your supplies to 
school during orientation.

Everything with a solid 
bullet is included in the 
Supplies Kit. You’ll want 
to shop for the other items 
separately (mostly non-art 
supplies).

my.cia.edu/FNDsupplies



Design
“Self-healing” cutting mat, approx 12x17”

Two small triangles: metal or plastic, 
45/45/90 degrees and 30/60/90 degrees

Protractor

Metal utility knife (“box cutter” type 
knife) with extra blades

“X-acto” type knife with extra pack of 
#11 blades 

Not a knife with “snap” blades, as these 
can be dangerous if they break

Sharp scissors for paper

Basic claw hammer

One each: Phillips and slot screwdrivers

Small needle-nose pliers with wire cutter

Tape measure (approx. 16’ or longer)

Hot glue gun & glue sticks

Compass for drafting circles

The inexpensive kind that you slide 
a pencil into is okay.

Digital Color (Fall) and Digital Synthesis (Spring)
32 GB Flash drive

Sketchbook

Material Color

Paper and board items:

Bristol pad, SMOOTH surface
(approx. 14x17” or larger)

Disposable paper palette pad (approx. 
12x16” or larger), and/or a roll of coated 
white freezer paper or freezer wrap

Acrylic Paint Pigment: 

The specific paint and hues listed below 
are required for Material Color class.

One Golden Primary Cyan 2 oz 
(PB 15:4 / PW 6)

One Golden Primary Magenta 2 oz 
(PV 19)

One Golden Primary Yellow 2 oz 
(PY 3 / PY 73 / PW)

One Golden Ultramarine Blue 2 oz 
(PB29)

One Golden Burnt Umber 2 oz (PBr7)

One Golden Titanium White 5 oz (PW6)

One Golden Super Loaded Matte 
Medium 8 oz

One Golden Acrylic Retarder 4 oz

Brushes:

Synthetic nylon artist brushes, for 
acrylic, approximately 1/4” wide 
at the metal ferrule, and 1 each in the 
following shapes: flat, round, filbert

One cellophane “junk pack” of assorted 
brushes, found in craft or kids’ sections

One small plastic palette knife, each:  
a trowel shape and a flat spatula 
for paint mixing 

You must come fully prepared for the first day of class, with the supplies listed below. 
WE WILL PAINT ON DAY ONE! 

flat               round             filbert



Miscellaneous items:

Six small, clear plastic jars with lids for 
paint mixing and conservation 
(e.g., Loew Cornell)

Plastic spray bottle (MIST type), to keep 
paint moist on the palette 

Heavy duty, large plastic cups, to hold 
water (at least two cups)

One toolbox for carrying your Color 
supplies (A big shoebox is fine, as long 
as it is a toolbox dedicated only to your 
Color class)

Latex or vinyl gloves, if you have 
allergies to paint or adhesives

One separate 14x18” (or larger) portfolio 
to store all your finished work 

Wear studio work clothes to class, 
that can be ruined...

Textbook: 

We will be referencing the textbook: 
Interaction of Color by Josef Albers. 

We will have copies available in class 
and reserved copies in the library. 
You are not required to purchase this 
book before the beginning of the class, 
but may find this resource helpful as 
you progress through your course. 

It is available both by hard copy and 
as an interactive iOS app.

From your “General Supplies” and 
other class lists, please be sure 
to also have these items from the 
general supplies list, when you 
come to your Material Color class:

Pencils, sharpener, erasers from your 
Drawing supplies

Your own box of clear pushpins, 
for hanging your work for critique

One roll of white artists’ or drafting tape

One roll of masking tape

Small size “Elmer’s” type glue, large 
glue stick, 1 can rubber cement 

“X-Acto” #1 knife with safety cap 
and extra pack of #11 blades

Sharp scissors for paper

T-square and rulers

“Self-healing” cutting mat from your 
Design supplies

We will provide all students with Color-
aid Paper: A pack of Color-aid paper, full 
set of 314 colors, 3x4.5”. DO NOT BUY; 
the cost of Color-aid is covered in your 
instructional fees. Color-aid packs will 
be supplied to you by CIA during the 
first week of your Material Color course. 

*Color-aid paper is a comprehensive color system of 
314 colors, comprised of 295 tints, tones, and shades 
of 15 different hues, plus 19 steps on the grayscale 
from back to white. All 295 colors are identified on the 
reverse side, using a color notation system that is a 
very effective learning tool for your Color and Design 
classes. It also continues to be a helpful resource for 
artists and designers throughout their careers. The 
paper is specially coated, is water resistant, and can 
therefore be cleaned with a lint-free damp cloth and 
soap. Its surface can also be drawn on and painted.

Optional: 
(Contribute to classroom supplies)

Soft rags (old clothing, cut up)

Old newspaper/old color magazines 
for collage

apps.apple.com/us/app/interaction-of-color/id771793818


